Tom Gates 9 Top Of The Class Nearly
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Tom Gates 9 Top Of The
Class Nearly by online. You might not require more period to spend to go to the ebook opening as
skillfully as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get not discover the broadcast Tom Gates 9
Top Of The Class Nearly that you are looking for. It will unconditionally squander the time.
However below, with you visit this web page, it will be correspondingly unconditionally easy to
acquire as skillfully as download lead Tom Gates 9 Top Of The Class Nearly
It will not believe many mature as we tell before. You can complete it even if perform something else
at home and even in your workplace. correspondingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we meet the expense of below as well as evaluation Tom Gates 9 Top Of The Class Nearly
what you gone to read!

Tom Gates Random Acts of Fun - Liz Pichon
2022-05-03
Tom has a fractured ankle . . . can he come up
with fun stuff to do until the cast comes off? Tom
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

Gates has fractured his ankle and is totally FED
UP. That is until he starts to think up fun stuff to
do while he's waiting for the cast to come off:
making up a secret language with Norman;
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having his friends over to try out his crutches;
sitting by the window spying on his street; and
most of all, trying to get his hands on a caramel
doughnut from the new bakery in town.
Tom Gates That's Me! (Books One, Two, Three) L. Pichon 2016-10-04
Collects three novels describing the adventures
of Tom Gates, a middle schooler who documents
his eventful life in a humorous, illustrated
journal.
A Tiny Bit Lucky - Liz Pichon 2015-09
A brilliant box set of the first five fantastic 'Tom
Gates' books. Each book takes the form of Tom's
battered homework diary and is crammed with
his stories and scribbles.
Welcome to the Brilliant World of Tom Gates Liz Pichon 2018-11
This fantastic boxed set of super-silly stories is
filled with Tom's jokes, scribbles and doodles.
One brilliant collection of the funniest books in
the world. This box contains the first twelve
books from Tom's life story: The Brilliant World
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

of Tom Gates Excellent Excuses (and other Good
Stuff) Everything's Amazing (Sort Of) Genius
Ideas (Mostly) Absolutely Fantastic (At Some
Things) Extra Special Treats (Not) A Tiny Bit
Lucky Yes! No. (Maybe...) Top of the Class
(Nearly) Super Good Skills (Almost...) Dog
Zombies Rule (For Now) Family, Friends and
Furry Creatures.
Tom Gates 15: What Monster? - Liz Pichon
2018-09-06
The next brilliant instalment of the fullyillustrated Tom Gates series will have readers
cracking up!
Horror! - Alan MacDonald 2014-10-06
Calling all Dirty Bertie fans! Dirty Bertie – the
boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is
back for another helping of comic chaos! With
ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy
capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of
fans who revel in his revolting ways. In Horror!
join Bertie as he sneaks into a scary film, meets
a bad-tempered guard dog on his paper round
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and ruins a priceless work of art on a school
trip! Dirty Bertie is a hugely popular series
created by award-winning illustrator, David
Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Wind in the
Willows, The Troll, Eddie Dickens Trilogy). With
each hilarious story approximately thirty pages
long and split into chapters with illustrations on
nearly every spread, Dirty Bertie is ideal for
confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for
sharing with your child.
Tom Gates #2 - Liz Pichon 2019-07
No school for two whole weeks! (Yeah!) I can
concentrate on good stuff like: band practice for
DOGZOMBIES (with my mate Derek). Watching
TV and eating caramel wafers. Excellent.
Unfortunately a couple of small problems called
the dentist and my big weirdo sister, Delia, seem
to be getting in the way of my BRILLIANT
plans...
Spectacular School Trip (Really) - Liz Pichon
2021-04-01
The seventeenth laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

Tom Gates adventure! Tom's doing everything
possible to stay out of trouble but somehow he's
got THREE sad faces on the school achievement
chart! And getting another sad face means Mr
Fullerman won't let him go on the SCHOOL
TRIP! Moany Marcus Meldrew is making things
worse and now Tom's annoyed his grumpy sister
Delia. Can his best friend Derek help? Will
Rooster the dog stop eating his homework?
My Little Sister, Doris - Liz Pichon 2014-09-04
Little Croc wants a pet. But his mum and dad
have other news - they are expecting a baby.
And when Baby Doris arrives, Little Croc decides
she is the most annoying little sister EVER. A
warm and witty picture book by the creator of
THE BRILLIANT WORLD OF TOM GATES and
winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize.
Tom Gates Music Book - Liz Pichon 2019-10
Pass your level 1 music test with Tom Gates!
From DogZombies to Dude3, music is a HUGE
part of the Tom Gates world. Learn how to play
all your favourite songs from the series with
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REAL notation for: Guitar Ukulele Piano
Recorder And with notation for drums and tips
and tricks for vocals!
Tom Gates #9: Top of the Class (nearly) (reRelease) - Liz Pichon 2020
TIPS FOR BEING TOP OF THE CLASS (Sadly...I
did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay awake in
lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw HILARIOUS
pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID the class
bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don't let Mum and
Dad write ANYTHING in your school planner. 5.
Don't let your grumpy sister Delia BOSS you
around. (Technically not a school issue-but still
important.) I'm TRYING to get voted onto the
school council as well-but thanks to the ABOVE
list it's not exactly going to plan.
Tom Gates Top of the Class (nearly) - Liz
Pichon 2015
Tips for being top of the class (sadly, I did NONE
of these things.) 1. Stay awake in lessons (it
helps.) 2. Don't draw HILARIOUS pictures of
your teachers. 3. AVOID the class bully to stay
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

out of trouble. 4. Don't let Mum and Dad write
ANYTHING in your school planner. 5. Don't let
your grumpy sister Delia BOSS you around.
(Technically not a school issue, but still
important.) I'm TRYING to get voted onto the
school council as well, but thanks to the ABOVE
list it's not exactly going to plan.
The Brilliant World of Tom Gates Annual - Liz
Pichon 2014-08-07
THE BRILLIANT WORLD OF TOM GATES
ANNUAL is a must-have for all Tom Gates fans.
Packed with drawing guides, fun games, brilliant
puzzles and perfect pranks to play on older
sisters - this is the annual everyone will want!
The Tapper Twins Go to War (With Each
Other) - Geoff Rodkey 2015-04-07
This bestselling first book in the Tapper Twins
series is a hilariously authentic showcase of
what it's like to be in middle school in our
digitally-saturated world, told as a colorful "oral
history" with photos, screenshots, text
messages, chat logs, and online gaming digital
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art. Twelve-year-old twins, Claudia and Reese,
who couldn't be more different...except in their
determination to come out on top in a vicious
prank war. But when the competition escalates
into an all-out battle that's fought from the
cafeteria of their New York City private school
all the way to the fictional universe of an online
video game, the twins have to decide if their
efforts to destroy each other are worth the price.
In a starred review, Publishers Weekly declared
"This uproarious series opener... is packed with
both laugh-out-loud moments and heart." Don't
miss the further adventures of the Tapper Twins
in The Tapper Twins Tear Up New York, The
Tapper Twins Run for President, and The Tapper
Twins Go Viral.
Genius Ideas (Mostly) - Liz Pichon 2014-02
The highs and lows of Tom's life are funnier than
ever in this fourth wicked diary in the Roald
Dahl Funny Prize-winning series! Seeing Delia
without her sunglasses on is a big shock for
Tom, but that's nothing compared to the surprise
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

that Dad has in store with his new-found fitness
regime! He says he's going to compete at the
school Sports Day . . . can you even imagine the
horrendous shame that will bring? Meanwhile,
Tom, Derek, and Norman are preparing for the
school talent show. Tom is desperate to become
a rock star . . . but will his band Dog Zombies
actually get a chance to play, or will Tom's plans
be thwarted by the Measly Marcus Meldrew?
This fourth book in the award-winning Tom
Gates series is packed with cheeky antics and
hilarious doodles. Plus: a doodle-filled glossary
will help Canadian kids make sense of British
terms (what IS a caramel wafer, anyway?).
Tom Gates 14: Biscuits, Bands and Very Big
Plans - Liz Pichon 2018-05-03
The bestselling fully-illustrated Tom Gates series
is back with a new book! This book is VERY
important because it contains BISCUITS,
BANDS and all my (doodled) plans to make
DogZombies the BEST band in the world.
DogZombies Rule (for Now) - Liz Pichon 2016
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Here's my EXCELLENT PLAN to make
DogZombies the BEST band in the WHOLE
WIDE WORLD! How hard can it be? (Very) Right
now I'm going to:1. Write more songs. (Not
about teachers) 2. Make a SPECTACULAR music
video. (Easy) 3. Get some sleep. (Tricky when
you're being kept awake by LOUD NOISES) 4.
Annoy Delia. (Nothing to do with DOGZOMBIES
but always FUN.)
Everything's Amazing (Sort Of) - Liz Pichon
2013-05
From the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize,
the Red House Children's Book Award, the
Waterstones Children's Book Prize and the Blue
Peter Best Story Book Award 2013 comes the
third, highly illustrated, ebook in the Tom Gates
series.
Epic Adventure (kind Of) - Liz Pichon 2019
Having two sets of grandparents is turning out
to be very good for met. The wrinklies (Mum's
parents) are keen on giving presents and they're
planning a family outing too, which is going to
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

be epic. Delia wants to come as well (Why?) I
can always ignore her.
Excellent Excuses (And Other Good Stuff) Liz Pichon 2013-02
Tom Gates, master of excuses, expert doodler
and hilarious story writer is back -- and making
the most of his holiday! No school for two whole
weeks leaves Tom with tons of time for the
important things in life. He can forget all about
school and the irritating Marcus Meldrew, and
save his energy for the good stuff! Stuff like:
inventing new ways to annoy his sister Delia (so
many); band practice for the Dogzombies (rock
stars in the making!); watching TV and eating
caramel wafers; eating caramel wafers and
watching TV. Excellent. Of course, he still has to
do his book report for Mr. Keen... Full of Tom's
honest, silly, laugh-out-loud funny scribbles and
stories -- and a doodle-filled glossary to help
Canadian kids make sense of British terms (what
IS a caramel wafer, anyway?) -- this follow-up to
the Roald Dahl Funny Prize winner The Brilliant
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World of Tom Gates is guaranteed to have
readers in stitches!
Extra Special Treats ( ... Not) - Liz Pichon
2015-02
Although Tom is excited about getting a snow
day off from school, his Uncle Kevin decides to
to use the day to get a family portrait done.
Tom Gates: Best Book Day Ever! (so far):
World Book Day 2013 - Liz Pichon 2013-03-04
A BRILLIANT new TOM GATES book for World
Book Day 2013 crammed with Tom's stories and
doodles. It's BOOK WEEK in Oakfield school and
EVERYONE is very excited. Including all the
teachers, who are making costumes of their own.
Mr Keen says there's an EXCELLENT prize on
offer for BEST costumes worn on BOOK DAY. So
suddenly making a good costume is VITALLY
important, but tricky and Delia's not much help
(as usual). Then Marcus decides that HE is a
super hero and can't understand why 'Super
Marcus' isn't the best name.
Tom Gates is Absolutely Fantastic (at some
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

things) - Liz Pichon 2014-01-24
Exciting News! Mr Fullerman announces that
class 5F are going on an 'Activity Break'! Which
should be fun. As long as I don't get stuck in a
group with anyone who snores or worse still
with . . . . . . Marcus Meldrew.
Top of the Class (Nearly) - Liz Pichon 2019-01-03
From the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize,
the Best Book for Younger Readers - Red House
Children's Book Award, the Waterstones
Children's Book Prize 5 - 12 year-olds and the
Blue Peter Best Story Book Award 2013, comes
the ninth amazing instalment of this brilliant
series! TIPS FOR BEING TOP OF THE CLASS
(Sadly...I did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay
awake in lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw
HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID
the class bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don't let
Mum and Dad write ANYTHING in your school
planner. 5. Don't let your grumpy sister Delia
BOSS you around. (Technically not a school
issue - but still important.) I'm TRYING to get
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voted onto the school council as well - but
thanks to the ABOVE list it's not exactly going to
plan.
Shoe Wars - Liz Pichon 2021-03-02
Readers who have devoured Captain
Underpants, Wimpy Kid, and the works of Raina
Telgemeier will love the high-energy, hilarious
antics of the Foot family from one of the largest
names in the UK. Step up to the challenge . . .
win or shoes!Meet Ruby and Bear. Their dad has
just invented the most amazing thing ever -flying shoes! But his horrible boss Wendy Wedge
knows that entering flying shoes will guarantee
the Golden Shoe Award, and she will do anything
to win the trophy.Ruby and Bear must outwit a
bully, infiltrate a shady company, and rescue
their dad all while keeping the shoes hidden.
This can only mean one thing. It's . . . shoe
wars!The brand new, laugh-out-loud, spectacular
stand-alone story from multi-million copy
bestselling author and illustrator Liz Pichon.
Top of the Class (Nearly) - Liz Pichon 2015-10-01
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

From the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize,
the Best Book for Younger Readers - Red House
Children's Book Award, the Waterstones
Children's Book Prize 5 - 12 year-olds and the
Blue Peter Best Story Book Award 2013, comes
the ninth amazing instalment of this brilliant
series! TIPS FOR BEING TOP OF THE CLASS
(Sadly...I did NONE of these things.) 1. Stay
awake in lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw
HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID
the class bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don't let
Mum and Dad write ANYTHING in your school
planner. 5. Don't let your grumpy sister Delia
BOSS you around. (Technically not a school
issue - but still important.) I'm TRYING to get
voted onto the school council as well - but
thanks to the ABOVE list it's not exactly going to
plan.
Middle School: How I Got Lost in London James Patterson 2014-02-27
The top ten bestselling series comes to London!
As school trips go, this one is pretty awesome...
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When I was told we were going to London to
study Living History, I thought they were joking.
But here I am! Rafe Khatchadorian – global
jetsetter! Now all I need to do is find a way of
avoiding the school bully, getting Jeanne Galletta
to talk to me, and try not to get lost in London.
But things are never that simple. So fasten your
seatbelts and hold on tight, because this could
be a very bumpy flight...
Tom Gates 18: Ten Tremendous Tales (HB) Liz Pichon 2021-02-18
The brand new bestseller from multi-million
copy selling author and illustrator Liz Pichon. A
laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated collection of
stories starring Tom Gates and his friends,
family and foes!
Get in Trouble - Kelly Link 2015-02-03
FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE •
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A bewitching story
collection from a writer hailed as “the most
darkly playful voice in American fiction”
(Michael Chabon) and “a national treasure” (Neil
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

Gaiman). NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY BookPage • BuzzFeed •
Chicago Tribune • Kirkus Reviews • NPR • San
Francisco Chronicle • Slate • Time • Toronto
Star • The Washington Post She has been hailed
by Michael Chabon as “the most darkly playful
voice in American fiction” and by Neil Gaiman as
“a national treasure.” Now Kelly Link’s eagerly
awaited new collection—her first for adult
readers in a decade—proves indelibly that this
bewitchingly original writer is among the finest
we have. Link has won an ardent following for
her ability, with each new short story, to take
readers deeply into an unforgettable, brilliantly
constructed fictional universe. The nine
exquisite examples in this collection show her in
full command of her formidable powers. In “The
Summer People,” a young girl in rural North
Carolina serves as uneasy caretaker to the
mysterious, never-quite-glimpsed visitors who
inhabit the cottage behind her house. In “I Can
See Right Through You,” a middle-aged movie
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star makes a disturbing trip to the Florida
swamp where his former on- and off-screen love
interest is shooting a ghost-hunting reality show.
In “The New Boyfriend,” a suburban slumber
party takes an unusual turn, and a teenage
friendship is tested, when the spoiled birthday
girl opens her big present: a life-size animated
doll. Hurricanes, astronauts, evil twins,
bootleggers, Ouija boards, iguanas, The Wizard
of Oz, superheroes, the Pyramids . . . These are
just some of the talismans of an imagination as
capacious and as full of wonder as that of any
writer today. But as fantastical as these stories
can be, they are always grounded by sly humor
and an innate generosity of feeling for the
frailty—and the hidden strengths—of human
beings. In Get in Trouble, this one-of-a-kind
talent expands the boundaries of what short
fiction can do. Praise for Get in Trouble
“Ridiculously brilliant . . . These stories make
you laugh while staring into the void.”—The
Boston Globe “When it comes to literary magic,
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

Link is the real deal: clever, surprising,
affecting, fluid and funny.”—San Francisco
Chronicle
Best Book Day Ever (so Far) - Liz Pichon 2013
The 130 Storey Treehouse - Andy Griffiths 2020
Andy and Terry have added 13 new levels to
their treehouse and now it's even more out of
this world than before! There's a soap bubble
blaster, a grabinator (it can grab anything from
anywhere at any time), a time-wasting level, a
toilet paper factory (because you can never have
too much toilet paper), a super long legs level,
an extraterrestrial observation centre and the
best bookshop-in-a-treehouse-in-a-tree-in-aforest-in-a-book in the whole world!
The Brilliant World of Tom Gates - Liz Pichon
2013-11-07
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late
homework: dog attacks - spilt water - lightning...
Tom's exercise book is full of his doodles and
thoughts, as well as comments from his long-
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suffering teacher, Mr Fullerman.
Tom Gates: Big Book of Fun Stuff - Liz Pichon
2020-07-23
Don't get bored - get busy! The must-have
activity book for fans of Tom Gates: packed with
drawing guides, fun games, brilliant puzzles and
perfect pranks to play on older sisters - there's
hours of fun ahead! Previously published in
hardback in 2014 as The Brilliant World of Tom
Gates Annual: now with added brand new pages
from Liz.
The Brilliant World of Tom Gates - Liz Pichon
2012-09
The top-selling U.K. series for middle-grade
readers now crosses the pond Meet Tom Gates.
When his teachers don't have their beady eyes
on him, he likes to draw pictures and write about
stuff, like last summer's worst camping vacation
ever (five merits ), or how much he hates sitting
next to nosy Marcus Meldrew, the most
annoying boy at school. All Tom really wants is
to score tickets to see the best band ever,
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

Dude3, when they come to town, and to impress
Amy Porter, who is very nice and smart (but is
currently ignoring him). Tom's teachers think he
is easily distracted and "lacks focus," but that's a
bit harsh -- can he help it if his grumpy big
sister, Delia, made him late for school (again), or
that last night's homework had to be sacrificed
to stave off a vicious dog attack? Master of
excuses, creative storyteller, and middle-school
comedian extraordinaire, Tom Gates is
guaranteed to get kids turning the pages -- and
keep them laughing.
Top of the Class (Nearly) - Liz Pichon 2016-09
Tom Gates is back ... and at the top of his class
(nearly) From Tom: TIPS FOR BEING TOP OF
THE CLASS (Sadly...I did NONE of these things.)
1. Stay awake in lessons (it helps.) 2. Don't draw
HILARIOUS pictures of your teachers. 3. AVOID
the class bully to stay out of trouble. 4. Don't let
Mum and Dad write ANYTHING in your school
planner. 5. Don't let your grumpy sister Delia
BOSS you around. (Technically not a school
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issue - but still important.) I'm TRYING to get
voted onto the school council as well - but
thanks to the ABOVE list it's not exactly going to
plan. This ninth story in the award-winning Tom
Gates series is packed with cheeky antics and
hilarious doodles! Plus: a doodle-filled glossary
that will help Canadian kids make sense of
British terms (what IS a caramel wafer,
anyway?).
The Boy Who Could Do What He Liked David Baddiel 2016-02-25
Written especially for WBD 2016, this is a
fabulously entertaining and touching novella
from David Baddiel, author of the bestselling
THE PARENT AGENCY and THE PERSON
CONTROLLER. Illustrated by the hugely
talented Jim Field, winner of the Roald Dahl
Funny Prize.
My Big Brother, Boris - Liz Pichon 2014-09-04
Little Croc loves his big brother, Boris. But lately
Boris has been acting strangely. All he wants to
do is eat and sleep and spend time with friends
tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

his own age - and he is SO grumpy. E-book
edition of a brilliantly funny and reassuring tale
about dealing with teenage siblings, written
especially for little ones.
Family, Friends and Furry Creatures - Liz
Pichon 2018-01-30
What's up the Gates family tree? In the next
hilarious illustrated instalment of Tom Gates,
Mr. Fullerman has a class assignment: a family
tree! Tom's ready to learn all about the Gates
family, his friends and a furry creature (or two!).
But just what is that squawking sound coming
from Tom's shoes?
Tom Gates 6 Book Bundle - Liz Pichon
2014-09-04
The first six Tom Gates books -- now in one
brilliant, excellent, amazing, genuis, fantastic
and extra special bundle!
Tom Gates: Mega Make and Do and Stories
Too! - Liz Pichon 2019-05-02
When Mum and Dad forget it's half term, what's
Tom going to do to keep busy over the break! A
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weeks' worth of drawing, doodling, games,
stories and activities in this fantastic new

tom-gates-9-top-of-the-class-nearly

illustrated offering from bestselling author of the
Tom Gates series, Liz Pichon!
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